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 1. General comments 
The main purpose of the mission was to evaluate the draft Table 1A, that had been completed 

by the BC-experts and sent to the MS experts by e-mail before the mission. 

 

On the basis of table 1A there was a good discussion of the adjustments for exhaustiveness 

according to the types N1-N7 used in the tabular approach. The BC experts clarified questions 

raised by the MS experts and some clarifying corrections to Table 1A were agreed. 

 

In particular the informal sector survey that took place in 2009/2010 was discussed and the 

BC experts provided the MS experts with the questionnaire used for the survey and the results 

of the survey. The results of the survey account for the major part of the exhaustiveness ad-

justments. The survey is therefore an important building stone for the completion of Table 

2A. There was also a first discussion on how to complete Table 2A 

 

The MS experts presented their organisation of the major revision of the national accounts 

and the implementation of ESA 2010. The presentation was followed by a discussion of some 

organisational aspects and also the treatment of certain conceptual changes that will take place 

with the introduction of ESA2010. The presentation was made for the staff of the national 

accounts and macroeconomic indicators division, government finance statistics division, ex-

ternal trade and balance of payments division and the Ministry of Finance. 

 

The MS Experts would like to express their thanks to all officials and individuals met for the 

kind support and valuable information, which was received during the stay in Armenia, and 

which highly facilitated the work. 

 

The views and observations stated in this report are those of the MS Experts, and do not nec-

essarily correspond to the views of Statistics Denmark. 
 

2. Assessment and results 
The National Account division of NSSRA had before the mission completed Table 1A Ele-

ments of non-exhaustiveness: output Approach for NACE A-P. The table were sent to the MS 

experts before the mission, and were discussed during the mission. Adjustments are made for 

all industries NACE A-P, and described in table 1A. In general the informal sector survey is 

used for adjustments in NACE A, D, F, H, I, K, O. Following remarks and conclusions were 

made for certain industries: 

 

- NACE A (agriculture): the informal sector survey showed that the input-structure for 

the informal part was different from the formal part and this is implemented in the cal-

culations. There are no adjustments made for N1, since registration for agriculture is 

not mandatory, and production for own account is included in N3. Employment data is 

used for compiling additions to N5    

- NACE F (construction): Adjustments are made by using the informal sector survey, 

labour force survey and household budget survey, and these adjustments also cover 

own account production. In addition adjustments are made for the hidden economy us-

ing employment information. 

- NACE G (trade): The informal sector survey is used for exhaustiveness adjustments. 

Separate adjustments are made for fuel selling points (petrol stations) within non-
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financial corporations. These units are registered by the municipals, but they are only 

partly included in the business statistics. The information about the number of selling 

points is collected from the municipals and the calculation method for N4 is price * 

quantity. The same method is used for N6 and N7a. A method for adjusting N2 is 

needed but not yet developed. The adjustment methods for the households are the 

same as for non-financial corporations.  

- NACE J (financial intermediation): Fully covered data are received from the Central 

Bank and no further adjustments are made. Private money-lenders are assessed not to 

exist anymore.  

- NACE N (heath and social work): The adjustments to NACE N are based on a survey 

conducted in 2003. The adjustment coefficient from 2003 is updated regularly using 

expert judgements and used together with information from the household budget sur-

vey.  

- NACE O (Other community, social and personal activities): A survey for NPISH was 

made in 2001. The adjustment coefficient from 2001 is updated regularly using expert 

judgement. Other adjustments are made using the informal sector survey.  

- NACE P (private households): there are no adjustments made for the NACE P, since 

the informal part is captured in the compilation of the formal part trough the house-

hold budget survey.   

 

In addition some changes were agreed and will be incorporated, for example the inclusion of 

information of adjustments for intermediate consumption in non-financial corporations, minor 

changes to layout and specification of adjustment method. 

 

3. Conclusions and recommendations 

3.1 Summary conclusions 

The completion of Table 1A shows that extensive adjustments for exhaustiveness are already 

made in a systematic and transparent way. The informal sector survey that took place in 

2009/2010 is the most important source for adjustment types N1 and N3 and adjustments in 

agriculture (NACE A), construction (NACE F) and trade (NACE G). The informal sector sur-

vey has information on output and intermediate consumption and it also covers own account 

production. 

 

The informal sector survey serves as a benchmark and is extrapolated using results from the 

labour force survey. However, the survey took place during the financial crisis, which particu-

larly affected the construction industry, and it may have influenced the results. 

 

Before the next activity C.3 in March 2012, the BC experts will make some minor adjust-

ments to table 1A and finalise the table as agreed during C.2. The BC experts will also com-

plete table 2A, and include a more detailed description of data sources and methods for ad-

justments, and finally the BC experts will compile table 1B. The MS experts will comment on 

the compiled tables before the next activity, C.3, and the tables will then be discussed in 

March 2012. (A more detailed description ofthe work before the next activity, including dead-

lines, can be found in section 4.) Activity C.3, will also include two presentations given by the 

MS experts on the topics “Goods sent abroad for processing” and “Statistics Denmark’s 

method for classifying government expenditures according to the COFOG classification and 

NACE”. A programme for the study visit in June 2012 (C.5) will also be discussed during 

activity C.3.        
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There are no adjustments for N2 illegal activity. Adjustment methods for N2 will be discussed 

in connection with activity C.4 which will take place in September 2012. Other possible im-

provements to the adjustments methods and sources identified in table 2A and 2B will also be 

discussed in activity C.4, and table 3A and 3B will be compiled in connection with activity 

C.4. The programme for activity C.4 will be further discussed in activity C.3. 

Activity Timing Content 

C.1 March 2011 Identification of issues. 
C.2 Sept. 2011 Determination of priorities. 

C.3 March 2012 Implementation assistance. Assistance to implement the 
tabular approach for the chosen tables and further analysis 
of possibilities for improvement of the Armenian national 
accounts. Presentation and discussion of methods used by 
Statistics Denmark on “Goods sent abroad for processing” 

and on “Classification of government expenditures accord-
ing to COFOG and NACE”.Discussion and finalizing of ta-
bles 2A and 1B. 

C.5 June 2012 Study visit to Statistics Denmark. Discussion of the Danish 
National Accounts methodology and system of supply and 

use tables. Connection between quarterly and yearly ac-
counts. Revision policy and coordination with the most im-
portant data sources. Update on the progress within the 
Twinning project, discussions and further recommenda-
tions. 

C.4 Sept. 2012 Correction methodologies. Further improvements of tables 
2A and 2B, and compilation of tables 3A and 3B of the tabu-
lar approach.  

C.6 Dec. 2012 Review of the implementation of the tabular approach and 
of other initiatives recommended. 

 

3.2 Recommendations 

The informal sector survey is an important source for exhaustiveness adjustments and it is 

used as a benchmark for extrapolations. The non-observed economy accounts for approxi-

mately 25 per cent of GDP of which approximately 11 per cent is related to the informal sec-

tor. It could therefore be considered to repeat the survey at certain intervals to take account of 

any changes in the structure of the economy. 

 

At present there are no adjustments for N2 illegal activities. Sources and methods for the cal-

culation of such estimates should be investigated. 

 

Adjustments for N5 (registered entrepreneur is in administrative register but not included in 

statistics) are made using information from the municipalities on fuel selling points. It could 

be considered to investigate whether it is possible to use other similar administrative infor-

mation for calculations of the informal activity in some industries. For example information 

on the number of market selling points combined with observed information on turnover and 

intermediate consumption.   
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The business register includes corporations and some unincorporated enterprises that are reg-

istered. A better coverage of unincorporated enterprises in the business register will allow for 

these enterprises to be included in the business statistics survey. 

 

In order to get a full picture of the non-exhaustiveness adjustments table 1B Elements of non-

exhaustiveness: Expenditure approach and 2 B Exhaustiveness adjustments: Expenditure ap-

proach should also be completed. 

4. Actions before next activity (C.3) 
The next activity is proposed to take place in the first half of March 2012. For the preparation 

of this mission it has been agreed that: 

 

1. The BC experts will make the agreed adjustments to Table 1A as soon as possible and no 

later than 1 December 2011. Table 1A will then be finalised. 

 

2. The BC experts will complete Table 2A for all industries NACE A-P for the next mission. 

The BC experts will use the Eurostat guidelines for the Tabular approach for the comple-

tion of Table 2A. The BC experts will explain the methods and data sources in more detail 

in the columns “Adjustment name” and “Data sources”. If it is more suitable, these expla-

nations can also be made in a separate document. If it is not possible to distinguish be-

tween N1 and N3 in Table 2A due to the calculation method, the two adjustment types can 

be put together. 

  

3. For one industry, NACE G, the BC experts will complete a draft Table 2A no later than 1 

December 2011 and send it by e-mail to the MS experts.  

  

4. The MS experts will comment on the draft Table 2A no later than 10 days after it has been 

received. 
 

5. The BC experts will send the completed table 2A for all industries no later than 10 days 

before the next mission (C3). 

 

6. The BC experts will work on Table 3A in order to get as far as possible before the next 

mission. 

 

7. The BC experts will compile table 1B Elements of Non-Exhaustiveness: Expenditure Ap-

proach as soon as possible and no later than 1 February 2012.  

 

8. The MS experts will comment on the draft Table 1B no later than 10 days after it has been 

received.    

 

9. The MS experts will prepare a presentation on the new treatment according to ESA2010 

(SNA2008) of goods sent abroad for processing and present it at the next mission. 

 

10. The MS experts will prepare a presentation on their method used for classifying govern-

ment expenditures according to the COFOG classification and NACE and present it at the 

next mission. 
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11. The MS experts will assist the BC experts with the functioning of the seasonal adjustment 

software (Tramo Seats) using the software and data they have received from the BC. The 

results of the MS experts’ work will be discussed at the next mission. 

 

12. Purposes of the next activity (C3): 

 

12.1. An in depth evaluation and discussion of the main findings of the draft Table 2A 

completed by the BC experts 

12.2. Completion of Table 3A. 

12.3. Discussion of Table 1B. 

12.4. Identification of potential adjustments not yet developed or improvement of existing 

adjustments. This will form the starting point for planning activity C4, which will 

take place in September 2012. 

12.5. Presentation by the MS experts of the new treatment according to ESA2010 

(SNA2008) of goods sent abroad for processing. 

12.6. Presentation by the MS experts of their method used for classifying government ex-

penditures according to the COFOG classification and NACE. 

12.7. Discussion of the MS experts’ work on the functioning of the seasonal adjustment 

software (Tramo Seats). 

12.8. Outline of a programme of the study visit to Statistics Denmark which is scheduled 

for June 2012. 
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Annex 1. Terms of Reference 

 

Activity C.2 Determination of priorities 
 

1. Purpose of activity 

The purpose of the activity includes an evaluation of the work done and the principles and 

methods used by BC since activity C.1. The development of tables according to the tabular 

approach, in particular an evaluation of table 2A, will continue and potential adjustments that 

have not yet been developed will be identified, work priorities should be determined, and a 

road map developed. 

 

2. Expected output of the activity 

The expected outputs of the activity are: 

o An in-depth evaluation of the draft table 1A; 

o An evaluation of the principles and methods behind the actual adjustments in table 2A, 

and identification of possible improvements of existing methods; 

o A road map for implementation of the tabular approach developed, outlaying the re-

mainder of the work within component C; 

o Presentation of Statistics Denmark’s plans concerning implementation of ESA2010; 

o A decision on the dates of the next activity, C.3. 

 

 

3. Project Participants  

Ms. Lusya Khachatryan, Head of National Accounts and Macroeconomic Indicators Division 

(BC Deputy Component Leader); 

Ms. Susanna Khachatryan, Main Specialist of National Accounts and Macroeconomic Indica-

tors 

 

Ms. Annette Thomsen, Deputy Head of Government Finances Division, Statistics Denmark; 

Ms. Maria Nilsson, Junior Adviser, National Accounts Division, Statistics Denmark. 
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Annex 2. Programme for the mission 26–30 September 
2011 
 

 
Time Place Event Purpose / detail 

Monday, 26 Sept. 

Morning 

Congress 

Hotel 

Meeting with 

RTA 

To discuss the programme of the week 

Afternoon NSSRA Meeting with 

BC Experts 

Current status. Developments since last 

activity and follow up on the C.1 report.  

 

Tuesday, 27 Sept. 

Morning 

NSSRA Workshop Discussion of the different tables of the 

tabular approach in relation to the Nation-

al Accounts of Armenia 

Afternoon NSSRA Meeting with 

BC Experts 

What parts of the tables of the tabular ap-

proach should be the main priorities, and 

what methods should be used for the dif-

ferent tables? 

Wednesday, 28 Sept. 

Morning 

NSSRA Workshop MS Expert presentation on the implemen-

tation of ESA2010 

Afternoon NSSRA Meeting with 

BC Experts 

Further planning on the use of the tabular 

approach. Drafting of road map. 

Thursday, 29 Sept. 

Morning 

NSSRA Ad-hoc meet-

ings 

Drafting of mission report. Further plan-

ning on the use of the tabular approach 

and drafting of roadmap. 

Afternoon NSSRA Ad-hoc meet-

ings 

Preparation of presentation on conclu-

sions, recommendations and actions to be 

taken before the next mission. Completion 

of road map. 

Friday, 30 Sept. 

Morning 

NSSRA Meeting with 

BC Experts 

Presentation and discussion of mission 

report 

Afternoon NSSRA Debriefing with 

BC Project 

Leader 

Conclusions and recommendations. Con-

sequences of decisions for the next mis-

sion and implied work programme for BC 

Experts 
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Annex 3. Persons met 
Stepan Mnatsakanyan, President of NSSRA (BC Project Leader) 

Anahit Safyan, Head of International Statistical Cooperation Division,  
Lusya Khachatryan, Head of Macroeconomic indicators and National accounts statistics divi-

sion  

Susanna Khachatryan, Main specialist of Macroeconomic indicators and National accounts 

statistics division  

Nadezhda Astvatsaturova, Main specialist of Macroeconomic indicators and National ac-

counts statistics division 

Marlena Khachatryan, Leading specialist of Macroeconomic indicators and National accounts 

statistics division 

Naira Baboyan, Specialist of first category of Macroeconomic indicators and National ac-

counts statistics division 

Haykush Titizyan, Head of Finance Statistics Division  

Christine Poghosyan, Main specialist of Finance Statistics Division  

Hripsime Jantaltyan, Main specialist of Foreign Trade and Balance of Payments Division  

 

 

Representatives from Ministry of Finance of RA 

Liana Harutyunyan 
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Annex 4. Power point presentation of the Revision2014 
Danish Major Revision And implementaion of ESA2010 
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Annex 5. Table 1A 
 

Country : ARMENIA 

 Table 1A. Elements of Non-Exhaustiveness: Output Approach - for Reference Year 2009  

 NA components by enterprise sector, 
NACE group and size   

 Type of 
non-

exhaustive-
ness    Adjustment Method   

 Detailed breakdown covering all possi-
ble elements of non-exhaustiveness   

 Insert 
separate 
lines for 

types with 
different 

adjustment 
methods   

 Not 
nee-
ded   

 Needed 
but not 

developed   
Develo-

ped  Name   

 Ident num-
ber (Table 

2A)   

 1    2    3   4 4b  5    6   

  Non-financial corporations               

GO All units  NACE G   N2   1     L62 

GO All units  NACE G   N4     1 
Expert judgement, existing 
survey L67 

GO All units  NACE G   N6     1 
Expert judgement, existing 
survey L77 

GO All units  NACE G   N7     1 
Expert judgement, existing 
survey L82 

  Households               

GO  Unregistered units    NACE G   N1     1 
Special survey of informal 
economy L93 

IC  Unregistered units    NACE G   N1     1 
Special survey of informal 
economy L96 

GO  Unregistered units    NACE G   N2   1     L99 

IC  Unregistered units    NACE G   N2   1     L102 

GO  Unregistered units    NACE G   N3     1 
Special survey of informal 
economy L105 

IC  Unregistered units    NACE G  N3     1 
Special survey of informal 
economy L108 

GO  Registered units    NACE G   N5     1 Expert judgement L111 
GO  Registered units    NACE G   N6     1 Existing survey L114 

GO  Registered units    NACE G   N7     1 Expert judgement L117 

GO  Registered units    NACE G   N7     1 Sample survey L120 

  Households                 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE A  N3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L129 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE A  N3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L132 

GO  Registered units   NACE A  N5     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L135 

IC  Registered units   NACE A  N5     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L138 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE A             N6     1 Labour force survey L177 

  Households                 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE B  N1     1 
Labour force survey, 
houshold bujet survey L192 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE B  N1     1 
Labour force survey, 
houshold bujet survey L197 
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Country : ARMENIA 

 Table 1A. Elements of Non-Exhaustiveness: Output Approach - for Reference Year 2009  

 NA components by enterprise sector, 
NACE group and size   

 Type of 
non-

exhaustive-
ness    Adjustment Method   

 Detailed breakdown covering all possi-
ble elements of non-exhaustiveness   

 Insert 
separate 
lines for 

types with 
different 

adjustment 
methods   

 Not 
nee-
ded   

 Needed 
but not 

developed   
Develo-

ped  Name   
 Ident number 

(Table 2A)   

 1    2    3   4 4b  5    6   

  Non-financial corporations               
GO  Registered units   NACE B  N4     1 Labour force survey L212 

IC  Registered units   NACE B  N4     1 Expert judgement L217 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE C  N6     1 Labour force survey L232 

  Households                 

GO   Unregistered units   NACE D  N1     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L252 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE D  N1     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L257 

GO   Unregistered units   NACE D  N3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L262 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE D  N3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L267 

GO   Unregistered units   NACE D  N2   1     L272 
IC  Unregistered units   NACE D  N2   1     L277 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO   Registered units   NACE D  N6     1 houshold bujet survey L292 

IC  Registered units   NACE D  N6     1 Expert judgement L297 

GO   Registered units   NACE D  N6     1 Labour force survey L302 

IC  Registered units   NACE D N6     1 Expert judgement L307 
GO   Registered units   NACE D  N2   1     L312 

IC  Registered units   NACE D  N2   1     L317 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE E  N6     1 Labour force survey L332 

IC  Registered units   NACE E  N6     1 Expert judgement L337 

GO  Registered units   NACE E  N7 A     1 houshold bujet survey L342 

IC  Registered units   NACE E  N7 A     1 houshold bujet survey L347 

  Non-financial corporations               
GO  Registered units   NACE F  N 6     1 Labour force survey L362 

IC  Registered units   NACE F  N 6     1 Expert judgement L367 
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Country : ARMENIA 

 Table 1A. Elements of Non-Exhaustiveness: Output Approach - for Reference Year 2009  

 NA components by enterprise sector, 
NACE group and size   

 Type of 
non-

exhaustive-
ness    Adjustment Method   

 Detailed breakdown covering all possi-
ble elements of non-exhaustiveness   

 Insert 
separate 
lines for 

types with 
different 

adjustment 
methods   

 Not 
nee-
ded   

 Needed 
but not 

developed   
Develo-

ped  Name   
 Ident number 

(Table 2A)   

 1    2    3   4 4b  5    6   

  Households                 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 1     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L377 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 1     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L382 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L387 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L392 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE F  N 6     1 Labour force survey L407 

IC  Registered units   NACE F  N 6     1 Expert judgement L412 

  Households                 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 1     1 
Labour force survey, 
houshold bujet survey L422 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 1     1 
Labour force survey, 
houshold bujet survey L427 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 3     1 
Labour force survey, 
houshold bujet survey L432 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE F  N 3     1 
Labour force survey, 
houshold bujet survey L437 

  Households               

GO  Unregistered units   NACE H  N 1     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L447 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE H  N 1     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L452 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE H  N 3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L457 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE H  N 3     1 

Special survey of informal 
economy, Labour force 
survey L462 

  Non-financial corporations              

GO  Registered units   NACE H  N 6     1 Labour force survey L477 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE I N 6     1 Quantity price method L492 
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Country : ARMENIA 

 Table 1A. Elements of Non-Exhaustiveness: Output Approach - for Reference Year 2009  

 NA components by enterprise sector, 
NACE group and size   

 Type of 
non-

exhaustive-
ness    Adjustment Method   

 Detailed breakdown covering all possi-
ble elements of non-exhaustiveness   

 Insert 
separate 
lines for 

types with 
different 

adjustment 
methods   

 Not 
nee-
ded   

 Needed 
but not 

developed   
Develo-

ped  Name   
 Ident number 

(Table 2A)   

 1    2    3   4 4b  5    6   

  Households               
GO  Unregistered units   NACE I N 1     1 Quantity price method L502 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE I N 3     1 
Special survey of in-
formal economy L512 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE I N 3     1 
Special survey of in-
formal economy L517 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE K  N 6     1 Expert judgement L532 

IC  Registered units   NACE K  N 6     1 Expert judgement L537 

  Households               

GO  Unregistered units   NACE K  N 1     1 Quantity price method L547 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE K  N 1     1 Expert judgement L552 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE K  N 3     1 

Special survey of in-
formal economy, La-
bour force survey L557 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE K  N 3     1 

Special survey of in-
formal economy, La-
bour force survey L562 

  Households               

GO  Unregistered units   NACE M N 1     1 Special sample survey L577 

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE N N6     1 
Special sample survey, 
Expert judgement L592 

IC  Registered units   NACE N N6     1 
Special sample survey, 
Expert judgement L597 

  Households               

GO  Unregistered units   NACE N N 1     1 
houshold bujet survey, 
special semle survey L607 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE N N 1     1 
houshold bujet survey, 
special semle survey L612 

  NPISH               

GO  Registered units   NACE O N 4     1 
Special sample survey, 
Expert judgement L627 

IC  Registered units   NACE O N 4     1 
Special sample survey, 
Expert judgement L632 
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Country : ARMENIA 

 Table 1A. Elements of Non-Exhaustiveness: Output Approach - for Reference Year 2009  

 NA components by enterprise sector, 
NACE group and size   

 Type of 
non-

exhaustive-
ness    Adjustment Method   

 Detailed breakdown covering all possi-
ble elements of non-exhaustiveness   

 Insert 
separate 
lines for 

types with 
different 

adjustment 
methods   

 Not 
nee-
ded   

 Needed 
but not 

developed   
Develo-

ped  Name   
 Ident number 

(Table 2A)   

 1    2    3   4 4b  5    6   

  Non-financial corporations               

GO  Registered units   NACE O N 6     1 Labour force survey  L642 

IC  Registered units   NACE O N 6     1 Labour force survey  L647 

  Households             L652 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE O N 1     1 
Special survey of 
informal economy L657 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE O N 1     1 
Special survey of 
informal economy L662 

GO  Unregistered units   NACE O N 3     1 
Special survey of 
informal economy L667 

IC  Unregistered units   NACE O N 3     1 
Special survey of 
informal economy L672 
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Annex 6. Questionnaire for informal sector survey 
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